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Chair’s Report
The fiscal year March 1, 2009 to February 28, 2010 marked a new beginning for
the Saskatchewan Craft Council, as we became officially a Creative Industries
Organization (CIO) rather than a Provincial Cultural Organization (PCO).
As a result, the SCC now receives its core provincial funding from the Creative
Industries Growth and Sustainability Program, which has the mandate “to support
and stimulate the development and growth of the creative industries to enhance their
contributions to the economy and vitality of the province of Saskatchewan.”
In some ways change is not readily apparent. The SCC continued to organize markets,
operate Saskatchewan’s only public exhibition gallery dedicated to Fine Craft, conduct
educational activity, and organize touring exhibitions such as Dimensions. We remain
committed to our organizational vision of “excellence in craft” – and these activities
are completely compatible with our new official government status.
However, being part of the Creative Industries program has had the very productive
effect of causing the Board of the SCC to look at our activities from a wider, “industry”
perspective. It has caused us to examine existing and proposed activities against a
simple criterion – does this activity contribute to the long term health and prosperity
of the craft sector?
The result has been a range of new and expanded activity that includes:
·
Expanding the domestic market opportunities for Saskatchewan craft artists
through the acquisition of Traditions Handcraft Gallery in Regina, launch
of a new craft market (Harvest Moon Fine Craft Market in Lloydminster),
experimenting with non-traditional marketing activities (sales booths at
Gardenscape and the Premier Wine Festival, the creation of the Broadway Craft
Gallery in April, and partnership with the Land of the Loon Resort to create the
Raven’s Room Gallery).
·
Experimenting with promotion of international sales with the participation in the
Canadian Boutique at the Cheongju International Craft Biennale in South Korea
and at the Pacific Market Centre in Seattle, Washington.
·
Increased activity in promoting the work of craft artists, including the creation of
a Members Directory on our website that allows all craft artists to showcase their
work.
·
Beginning efforts to expand the number of professional craft artists in
Saskatchewan, including “recruitment advertising” in Studio Magazine and at the
Saskatchewan Pavilion for the 2010 Vancouver Olympics.
·
Re-working our membership categories to allow the SCC to represent all players
in the sector - ranging from professional craft artists to patrons.
The initial results of this new focus have been, for the SCC itself, very encouraging.
Membership increased by over 20%. For the first time in several years, the SCC ran
a small surplus rather than a deficit. Much more needs to be done, but the SCC is on
track to help build a better future for craft in Saskatchewan.
The successes this year are due to the hard work and enthusiasm of many individuals.
The SCC relies on both hard-working staff and on dedicated volunteers. We are
fortunate to have both.

Front Cover:
Daryl Richardson: “Natural Dimensions”
Photo credit: AK Photos

Board Chair: Rusty Kurenda

I would also like to acknowledge the support of the Saskatchewan Arts Board
and the Ministry of Tourism, Parks, Culture and Sport. These governmental
organizations are more than our primary funding agencies. They are friends of
the Saskatchewan craft community. Their support extends far beyond money as
the Minister for TPC&S, the Members of the Board for the SAB, and the staff in
both organizations have been supportive, encouraging and helpful at every turn.
Finally, I’d like to give a special acknowledgement to outgoing board members
Milton Woodard and Dale Anne Potter. They have served us well with their work
and wisdom.

Management Report
Saskatchewan’s craft sector is an important contributor to the economic, cultural and social
well being of the province. Some facts worth considering are:
·
·
·

Saskatchewan has well over 200 professional craft artists – all of whom employ
themselves as independent business people. Over 40% live and work in rural areas.
Saskatchewan professional craft producers donated over a quarter of a million dollars in
craft product to charities to be used in fundraising in the last year alone.
Craft markets and sales generate considerable tourist activity. This network of markets
ranges from Carlyle to Lloydminster.

As a member-based, cultural industries organization, the Saskatchewan Craft Council has
the responsibility to help craft producers and others in the sector. What follows is a report
on these efforts.
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Information and Resources
The SCC serves as a central clearing house of information for craft people in Saskatchewan. In 2009/10,
the SCC maintained our existing information and resource functions of:
·
·
·

Operating a resource centre and lending library containing books and 24 craft periodicals. The
resources in the library deal with technical, aesthetic and business components of craft.
Publishing a bi-weekly electronic newsletter. In addition to publicizing the activities of the SCC itself,
this publication serves as a “clearing house” of information for the craft sector.
Operating a major website (1,084 pages) providing information on craft activity in the province,
as well as links to 8 media specific craft guilds; 18 Saskatchewan Galleries, and 28 other art/craft
organizations.

In 2009/10, the SCC launched a major enhancement of our website in the form of a members’ directory.
This provides biographical information on each craft artist, images of their work, and contact information.
In the first six months of operation, each member had an average of 120 visitors to their page.

Advocacy and Representation
The SCC serves in a dual role of being a central provincial organization for media specific guilds and
associations as well as representing individual members. In 2009/10, the number of organizations
belonging to the SCC increased from 20 to 24, while the number of individual members increased from
272 to 330. Of these individual members, 221 are professional craft artists.
As an advocate for the craft sector, in 2009 the SCC raised
the following issues with the appropriate governmental
and regulatory agencies:
·
·
·

Some craft artists exporting to the United States have
been experiencing difficulty in obtaining liability
insurance for any of their activities,
Craft artists in Saskatoon and Regina are hindered
in their ability to market directly by overly restrictive
provisions for home-based studios, and
Statistics Canada lacks adequate statistical reporting
for the craft sector because of definitional problems.

These issues are ongoing, and advocacy will continue in
2010/11.
In 2009/10, the SCC made presentations about issues
facing the craft sector to Enterprise Saskatchewan, the
Saskatchewan Trade and Export Partnership, and the
Cultural Industries Advisory Council.

Professional Development

SCC Member Puck Janes - Resource Centre

The SCC’s vision statement is “Excellence in Craft.” As an organization, we believe that the foundation of a
successful and prosperous sector is the excellence of individual producers. As an organization, we have the
key task of encouraging craft artists to continually hone their skills.
The bulk of specific technical skills upgrading for craft artists in Saskatchewan is delivered through the
various media specific guilds and associations. These organizational members of the SCC deliver a vast
array of short-course training, workshops, critique groups and lectures aimed at improving the technical
skill of craft artists.
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Because of the wide array of craft media represented by the SCC, the promotion of excellence and the
development of skills is undertaken in a broader way, and centre upon the Dimensions exhibition and the
operation of the SCC Gallery located at 813 Broadway Avenue, Saskatoon. Dimensions gives craft artists
a reason to constantly improve as they strive for excellence, and the SCC Gallery provides a forum for the
display of the very best in Saskatchewan craft. Both also have the effect of demonstrating “what is possible”
for craft production – thereby providing an inspiration for continual skill development and lifelong learning.
In 2009/10, the Playing with Dimensions exhibition was juried by Mel Bolen of Humboldt, SK and Chantal
Gilbert from Quebec City, PQ. 35 pieces were selected from 148 entries. The exhibition has appeared, or is
scheduled to appear at:
·
·
·
·
·
·

The MacKenzie Art Gallery in Regina, SK
The SCC Gallery in Saskatoon, SK
The Craft Council of Newfoundland & Labrador Gallery in St. John’s, NL
The Grand Couteau Heritage & Cultural Centre in Shaunavon, SK
The Chapel Gallery in North Battleford, SK, and
The Barr Colony Heritage Cultural Centre in Lloydminster, SK

A new feature for the Dimensions exhibition was a public viewing of all entries prior to the jury beginning
their deliberations. This popular feature was made possible through the generosity of the Mendel Art Gallery
in donating the use of their auditorium.
The SCC Gallery hosted 8 major
exhibitions in 2009/10. Of these, 4 were
“solo” exhibitions by Saskatchewan artists.
To increase the developmental benefit for
solo exhibitions, the SCC introduced the
practice of engaging a curatorial/critique
expert to provide advice and feedback as
the exhibition was being created.
The SCC was an active partner in the
efforts by the Canadian Craft Federation
to make Canada’s participation as
guest country at the 2009 Cheongju
International Craft Biennale a success.
11 Saskatchewan artists were selected
to exhibit in the Unity and Diversity
exhibition that formed the cornerstone
SCC Website: Membership Directory
of Canada’s participation. In addition,
Design: Integrity Images
assistance from the Saskatchewan Arts Board allowed six provincial craft artists the opportunity to travel to
Korea for workshops, demonstrations, lectures and learning.
The SCC’s jury process for accrediting marketing members continues to play a major role in ensuring that
Saskatchewan craft artists are creating work of a high standard. In 2009/10, 56 craft artists underwent the
jury process. 43 were successful.

Business Development
Saskatchewan has been experiencing a small, but significant, in-migration of professional craft artists in the
past few years. In 2009/10, the SCC analysed the reasons for moving to Saskatchewan that were being given
by our new arrivals, and began using these findings to promote Saskatchewan as a desirable place to establish
a craft practice. These activities included advertising in Studio Magazine and promotional material for the
Saskatchewan Pavilion at the 2010 Olympics.
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Marketing Activities
Creating marketing outlets for the work of Saskatchewan craft artists has long been a cornerstone activity of
the SCC.
In 2009/10, these activities experienced a dramatic growth.
The long-term craft markets operated by the SCC consist of:
· Waterfront Craft Art Festival in Saskatoon
· Saskatchewan Handcraft Festival in Battleford
· Wintergreen Fine Craft Market in Regina
All of these markets had experienced some declines leading into the mid-2000’s. As a result, in 2006 through
2008, emphasis was placed on improving the promotion of these existing markets. In 2009/10, with these
markets stabilized, attention was turned towards expansion of domestic marketing opportunities. New
initiatives included:
1. Harvest Moon Fine Craft Market was successfully launched in Lloydminster in the fall of 2009.
2. Partnership marketing ventures were trialed with the members of the Broadway Business Improvement
District in Saskatoon and with the Land of the Loon Resort at Anglin Lake. The venture with the Land of
the Loon Resort will be maintained on an ongoing basis.
3. Trade show marketing was trialed with a SCC Booth at Gardenscape and the Premier Wine Festival in Saskatoon.
Gardenscape will be continued in future years, and other promising opportunities will be investigated.
In addition to the development of additional domestic
marketing activity, the SCC “went international” in 2009/10.
These ventures consisted of:
· Working with the Craft Councils of Alberta, Ontario, 		
and Newfoundland & Labrador to create a collective 		
“Canadian Boutique” at the Cheongju International 		
Craft Biennale. With the assistance of a loan from the 		
Saskatchewan Arts Board, the SCC was able to sell the
work of 13 Saskatchewan craft artists in South Korea.
· Working with the International Trade group at the 		
Canadian Consulate in Seattle, the SCC presented the
work of six craft artists at the Pacific Market Centre, which
included participation in the Seattle Gift Show.

“Whirlygig” by Don Pell at Waterfront Craft Festival

However, the most important new marketing venture by the
SCC in 2009/10 was the creation of a for-profit subsidiary
known as SCC Enterprises Ltd. and the acquisition of Traditions
Handcraft Gallery. (see separate report in this venture).

Support for Equity Groups
One of the SCC Gallery’s best attended exhibitions in 2009/10 featured the work of First Nations artists.
This exhibition was centred on work from the Robertson Trading Post Collection and consisted of traditional
craft work collected by three generations of the Robertson family in the operation of their fur trading post
and store in La Ronge. In addition, the exhibition contained work by students and staff at the Oskayak High
School in Saskatoon. This was designed to show both the similarities and differences in work created by
(mostly older) producers living on the land and (mostly younger) artists living in an urban setting.
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As part of the Waterfront Craft Art Festival, the SCC worked with a group of young artists to create a
collective “incubator booth”. Mentoring advice was provided on product selection, quality control, pricing,
marketing, and sales techniques.

SCC Gallery

The SCC Gallery is Saskatchewan’s only public exhibition gallery
dedicated to Fine Craft. It’s been in operation at 813 Broadway Avenue
for almost two decades.

Lena Adam: Caribou Skin Beaded Gauntlet Gloves

In 2009/10, the Gallery hosted eight full exhibitions, a shorter feature
show to coincide with the Week of Craft declared by Saskatoon City
Council, and a one-night showing of a member’s work that was enroute to a show in a Regina gallery.
Of the full exhibitions:
· Four were solo exhibitions by Saskatchewan craft
artists (Wendy Weseen, Susan Robertson,
Zach Dietrich/Wendy Parsons, and Mel Bolen
· Two were curated exhibitions: Flatland Fibre – curated
by Les Potter & Judy Haraldson, and the Robertson
Trading Post Collection – curated by Judy Haraldson
· One was the SCC’s annual, open, touring, juried
exhibition Playing with Dimensions
· One commemorative show to celebrate the 30th
anniversary of the architectural ceramics in the Sturdy
Stone Building in Saskatoon

Mel Bolen: “Poppyseed” Photo: Grant Kernan

Total attendance at SCC Gallery exhibitions was 21,654. In addition to
visitors from Saskatoon, the SCC attracted Saskatchewan people from:
Prince Albert
Blaine Lake
Moose Jaw
Biggar
Moosomin
Spiritwood
Wolseley
Tisdale
Hafford
Delisle

Regina
Big River
Esterhazy
Kelvington
Lumsden
Rouleau
Nipawin
Melfort
Martensville
Asquith

Assiniboia
North Battleford
La Ronge
Norquay
Macklin
Qu’Appelle
Watrous
Rosetown
Warman

Visitors from other provinces include:
British Columbia
Ontario
Newfoundland

Alberta
Quebec
Labrador

Manitoba
Nova Scotia
N.W.T.

Lee Brady: “Jazz Duet Photo: Grant Kernan

Friends from south of the border included visitors from:
North Carolina
Arizona
Hawaii

Michigan
Illinois
California

Visitors from overseas included people from:
Australia
New Zealand
Finland
Norway
Germany
United Kingdom

Oregon		
Kansas		

Mexico		
Finland
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Jeff Taylor “Blue/Green Dinner Plate”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Jim Nodge - “Bird Sculpture”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

The SCC purchased Traditions Handcraft Gallery
(2714 13th Avenue, Regina) in order to maintain and expand
this important retail outlet for Saskatchewan craft.
Traditions is operated by a wholly owned, for-profit, subsidiary
of the SCC known as SCC Enterprises Ltd. The venture is
structured in this way in order to provide a separate accounting
so that we can demonstrate that the public funds we receive
through the Saskatchewan Arts Board are not being used to
subsidize a commercial enterprise. The purchase, renovations,
and initial operating losses are being covered by financing
arranged from the RBC Royal Bank of Canada. The business
plan targets project that Traditions will become profitable
after 18 months of operation.

Erin Pell - “Lampwork Glass Blossom Necklace
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Ken Wilkinson - “Red Copper Teapot”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar
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SCC Enterprises Ltd. took possession of Traditions on
July 1, 2009 and operated it “as is” through the summer. In
September, the store was closed for renovations. It was reopened September 25th.

Rodney Peterson - “Birch Burl Bowl with Aniline Dye”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Wendy Parsons & Zach Dietrich “Tapestry Plate”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Sales in Traditions are on a consignment basis. In order to
have work carried in the store, the participating artist must
be a juried marketing “Professional Craft Person” member
of the SCC. Because of space limitations, affiliated marketing
members of the SCC (such as visual artists) cannot be carried
in Traditions. Passing the SCC’s jury process to become
a marketing member is a pre-condition of being carried
in Traditions – but does not give the member the right to
be in the store. Decisions on carrying artists are made on a
commercial basis according to criteria such as the mix of
media and product lines and the sales record of the product.
Acquiring the Traditions Handcraft Gallery was the most
significant move by the SCC since the purchase of the SCC
Building in Saskatoon two decades ago. The SCC now joins
the Craft Councils in British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario,
Quebec and Newfoundland & Labrador in being able to assist
members by directly offering a retail sales gallery.

Berting Glass - “Framed Glass Wheat”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Michael Hosaluk - “Untitled”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Heike Fink - “Felted Teal Nuno Scarf ”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar

Daryl Richardson - “Copper Calla Lillies”
Photo credit: Greg Huszar
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Arthur Perlett - “We Need to Tock”
Photo credit: AK Photos

